ACROSS
1 Plumber, eg, is terrified to hold sink in (8)
5 Cold in the morning for each person in tent (6)
9 See a tot playing with river mammal that likes to swim (3,5)
10 Son kept muscles firm on a trip (6)
12 Skirts with 50% off – politician’s cut back (5)
13 Strange mice pair – conclusion from pupil derived from observation (9)
14 A trial limits time to give evidence (6)
16 Mark by yellow snake in the grass (7)
19 For a trip, flying, female leaves from here? (7)
21 Smart Conservative backed party (6)
23 American can drink after this has been said? (7,2)
25 Toilett with child lock (5)
26 High rank was in charge of police department (6)
27 Mends spa to regenerate humidity (8)
28 Brought in sage – first leaves (6)
29 A Parisian somewhere in North Yorkshire is upset (8)

DOWN
1 Weather is restricting holiday? On the contrary (6)
2 Wagging tail, a dog’s put on lead – in reality one’s a fierce fighter (9)
3 Founded Times Educational Supplement? (3,2)
4 Chaps in television rejected part (7)
6 These letters from Scot could be so different (9)
7 Criticise one about to worry (5)
8 State of readiness for crisis, right after wine and beer (3,5)
11 Mark’s small belly (4)
15 Euro’s beginning to affect income, so cut expenditure (9)
17 Present a bit of money and hospital department provides medical care (9)
18 Conserve energy after tedious person’s party (8)
20 Labour leader in tremendous demand (4)
21 Smack head? (7)
22 Criminal act? He’s free of sin! (6)
24 Singer’s note heard (5)
25 Left part of church to decay (5)

Solution 15,730
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